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Preliminaries
1. Who has ever edited a wiki before?
2. Who has ever used HTML, LaTeX, or 

another markup/programming language?
3. We'll go through these slides very quickly
4. The slides are already available online at 

bit.ly/lingwiki so you can click the urls & go 
through at your own pace

5. Ask me or your neighbours for help!
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Why edit Wikipedia as linguists?

Top of Google results: This is where the 
general public (including journalists and 
prospective students) learns about linguistics
→ What are they finding out?
Quick/starter reference: Reminder and useful 
reference list for topics outside your subfield 
that you missed or learned a long time ago
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Why edit Wikipedia? Part 2

Explaining the fundamentals is great revision 
(students) and/or practice (teaching)
Responsibility to the field and to the public, 
especially for underdocumented languages and 
balanced biographical coverage
It's fun! Network with other linguists at 
editathons and online on Wikipedia itself
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-Wikipedia as the front matter to all research

Wikipedia could become the entry or discovery point to all significant research for the general public, 
and for scholars who are working just outside of the topic of interest. For most people, even 
researchers from closely related areas, summaries and explanations of a piece of research can 
be a crucial means both to discover and to begin to get into a new piece of research.
Currently overviews of research topics are supported through two mechanisms: reviews and “front 
matter” content. A review is a systematic summary of a field, written by an expert. These go out of date 
quickly, particularly in rapidly moving areas of research. Front matter is “News and Views” pieces, 
often found at the “front” of scientific journals that explain newly published research and put it in 
context. This often includes a discussion of explaining how the research is an important advance and 
its broader societal implications.
Both of these functions could easily be provided in a more up to date and scalable manner by tapping 
into a global community of experts. Wikipedia articles are often the top web search result for 
initial queries in many research areas and these articles are a major source of traffic for 
scientific journals. As the first port of call for many users of research and a significant discovery 
route the potential for Wikipedia as a form of dynamic, expertly curated “front matter” for the whole 
research literature is substantial.
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But I get it

Editing Wikipedia might not be your idea of a 
fun and relaxing Friday night! 
Time, technical skills, "round-to-it-ive-ness"
Hence this editathon

Also, you don't have to write whole articles to 
help: many people can make small edits each!
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Impact of this editathon

We're going to take down a list of the articles 
that people have worked on here and share it 
after the workshop
Brings these articles to the attention of more 
people who can also improve them
Go to bit.ly/lingwikisurvey at the end
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Which articles need editing?

1. Linguistics stubs
2. Underdocumented languages
3. Biographies, especially of female/minority 

linguists
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1. Linguistics Stubs
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Many terminology articles don't 
need to be created from scratch
It's fairly obvious even to someone without 
much linguistics background what the technical 
terms are; the hard part is having good articles 
for them
If you're interested in a topic, always check to 
see if you can improve an existing article first
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Article rating on Wikipedia
stub
start
C-class
B-class
Good article
A-class
Featured article
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There are over 1000 linguistics stubs

stub - "A very basic description of the topic. 
However, very bad quality articles will fall into 
this category.  Provides very little meaningful 
content; may be little more than a dictionary 
definition. Any editing or additional material 
can be helpful. The provision of meaningful 
content should be a priority."

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Grading_scheme 
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There are over 1000 linguistics starts

start - "An article that is developing, but which 
is quite incomplete and, most notably, lacks 
adequate reliable sources. Provides some 
meaningful content, but most readers will need 
more. Providing references to reliable sources 
should come first; the article also needs 
substantial improvement in content and 
organisation." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Grading_scheme 
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There are LOTS 
of stubs

WikiProject:Linguistics
View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki15
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Why edit stubs

Least complete articles = Greatest need, 
biggest impact, not busy or controversial
Over 1000 stubs: easy to find one that 
interests you
Hard to screw up: they're so sparse that any 
addition is probably an improvement, even if it 
doesn't perfectly match Wikipedia guidelines
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How do I find a stub to edit?

There's a list! 
English: linguistics stubs 

(if you forget the link, just google "linguistics 
stubs" or figure out the word for "stub" in 
another language of interest and google that!) 
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Picking a stub

Go to the stub list (or one of its subcategories, 
e.g. Phonology stubs) and pick an article to 
edit! 
Or click on a few stubs until one jumps out at 
you
→ It'll be easiest if you pick a topic you know 
quite well already
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2. Underdocumented 
Languages
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Do you work on another language?

If you work on an understudied language, 
check out its article 
Or articles about terminology used in describing 
this language or its family 
See if there's anything you could add, 
especially references to grammars that aren't 
available online
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WikiProject:Languages

99.9% of 
languages with 
ISO names have 
articles, but most 
of them are stubs
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Guidelines
You already know which language you work on!
List of language stubs & language article 
template
However: note that Wikipedia is not the place 
for original research, so even if you are an 
expert on the language, stick to published 
sources, especially secondary ones, not your 
hunches and unpublished fieldnotes!
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Translating articles

You can of course edit articles on the Wikipedia 
for any language that you speak
May be easiest to translate or copy references 
from an English or another well-developed 
language article rather than start from scratch
Writing on Wikipedia is freely licensed but you 
need to attribute it - More on translation here
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Interlanguage links

It's also a valuable contribution to
add links to the same article in
other languages
How to add interlanguage links
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Stubs in other languages

1. To find out what the word for stub is in 
another language: go to the Category:Stubs 
page on the English Wikipedia, and look at 
the interlanguage links at the side

2. Google "word for linguistics" + "word for 
stub" to see if there is a linguistics stubs 
category for your language of interest
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3. Biographies of linguists
Especially of women, PoC, and 

other minority groups in linguistics

View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki26
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View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki
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Underrepresentation on Wikipedia
Wikipedia's internal stats show that it has 
several systemic biases, including a gender 
gap, and Western, class, and (dis)ability bias
Wikipedia doesn't collect stats about race, 
ethnicity, LGBTQ, or other potential biases, but 
it's also worth keeping these in mind especially 
when creating/editing biographies
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Which linguists should have bios?
At least one of Notability for academics criteria:
1. The person's research has made significant impact in their scholarly discipline, broadly construed, as demonstrated by 
independent reliable sources.
2. The person has received a highly prestigious academic award or honor at a national or international level.
3. The person is or has been an elected member of a highly selective and prestigious scholarly society or association (e.g., a 
National Academy of Sciences or the Royal Society) or a Fellow of a major scholarly society for which that is a highly selective 
honor (e.g., the IEEE).
4. The person's academic work has made a significant impact in the area of higher education, affecting a substantial number of 
academic institutions.
5. The person holds or has held a named chair appointment or "Distinguished Professor" appointment at a major institution of 
higher education and research (or an equivalent position in countries where named chairs are uncommon).
6. The person has held a highest-level elected or appointed academic post at a major academic institution or major academic 
society.
7. The person has made substantial impact outside academia in their academic capacity.
8. The person is or has been the head or chief editor of a major well-established academic journal in their subject area.
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What should go in a biography?

Wikipedia: Biographies of Living Persons
Wikipedia: Verifiability

Notability should be established through 
independent sources; after this, 
non-controversial facts can be from primary 
sources (e.g. someone's personal website)
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Whose bio should you write?
Not your own!
List of linguist stubs
1. Think of prominent linguists (especially 

female/minority) in your subfield/department
2. Check if they have Wikipedia articles
3. Check if their existing Wikipedia articles are 

accurate (but find sources for information, 
even if you know the person!)
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Making a new article
Assuming that someone is sufficiently notable 
and has verifiable information, then search for 
their name in the general Wikipedia search. 
If this person's name already appears in an 
article or two, make their name into a link that 
goes nowhere yet. 
If not, add their name within a relevant article, 
and then make it into a link. 
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Making a new article 2

When you save the article, the link that goes 
nowhere will appear red
Clicking it will give you the option to create a 
new article - do this! 
Start editing! Before the first save, make sure to 
include sources establishing notability and 
verifiability so your new article isn't deleted
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Editing Wikipedia:
Content

View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki34
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Principles of editing

1. Neutral (not arguing for a particular theory)
2. Verifiable (have sources!)
3. No original research (like textbook/lit review)

→ Your edits don't have to make the article 
perfect, just better than you found it: more 
people will edit after you!
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What do I add to my article?

Find a comparable article that is higher-rated or 
about a better-known topic
Editing a theory/concept? Compare with 
Minimalist Program (A-class) or Gravity
Editing a language? Use template or English
Editing a biography? Compare with Steven 
Pinker (Good Article) or Albert Einstein
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What do I add to my article? Part 2

How does your comparison article start?
What kind of tone does your comparison have?
What subheadings, infoboxes, templates, 
categories, visuals, etc does it have?  
What kinds of references, citations, internal & 
external links? 
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Headings

This table of contents
is generated 
automatically
when an article
has 3 or more 
(sub)headings
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Infoboxes
View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki39
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Categories
View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki40
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Templates

View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki
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What do I add to my article? Part 3

Have you written a lit review about a topic that 
has a stub? 

→ Don't just paste in academic prose (or any 
text): an encyclopedia article has a different 
tone than an academic article, but the sources 
from a lit review are a good start
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What do I add to my article? Part 4

A good way to start is by creating a references 
section and adding a list of references, 
especially secondary sources (then save!) 

Even if you do nothing else, this helps future 
readers and editors, and establishes you as 
someone who cares about references

43 View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki
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Editing Wikipedia: 
Mechanics

View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki44
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How to edit Wikipedia

Although you can edit Wikipedia without an 
account, it's a good idea to make one so you 
look less like a vandal and so your edits are 
credited to you!

If you're seeing these slides in advance, go ahead and 
make an account now, even if you don't put anything on it. 
(Although if you haven't made one, don't let that stop you 
from coming!) 
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Anyone can edit

A third of (good!) edits on Wikipedia are made 
by anonymous users
Bots and recent changes patrol protect against 
vandalism 
Sunshine theory: if enough eyes look at a page, 
it will get better
This project: increase the number of ling "eyes"
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How to not look like a vandal

Make an account
Put something on your user page
Make small additions, saving as you go
Don't delete large chunks
Don't copy-paste or otherwise plagiarize
Fill in edit summary
CITE SOURCES
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Make an account

Add your username to your nametag if you 
want (pros and cons of using your real name)

Since we're a large group, make your account 
on your phone's data plan if possible so we 
don't have too many new accounts on the same 
IP address (signs of vandalism)
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View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki49
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Once you're logged in...
View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki

My user page 
(about me)

My talk 
(where people leave 
messages for me)

My sandbox 
(for test edits, though 
you can also just use 
the "preview" feature)
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Editing your user page
View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki

Makes box, adds you to 
WikiProject Linguistics 

{{User WikiProject 
Linguistics}} 
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What to put on your user page
You don't need a full bio or anything!
But it can be good to put a few words, 
especially saying that you're a linguist or adding 
yourself to WikiProject Linguistics, since you're 
going to be editing linguistics articles
Having something on your user page makes 
your username blue instead of red everywhere 
on Wikipedia and therefore instantly more legit!
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Visual Editor

A new tool for editing Wikipedia without 
needing to know any code - just click like in a 
Word doc!
To access the Visual Editor once you've 
enabled it, click the "edit" tab rather than "edit 
source"
New accounts have Visual Editor enabled 
automatically, but if you're reviving an old 
account you'll need to enable it (see next slide)
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1. Click Preferences
2. Go to Editing tab
3. Uncheck (if checked) 
4. Select "show both"
5. Save (at the bottom)

Enable the visual editor View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki54
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Wow! 
No coding!
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Wikitext
At some point, you may need to switch out of 
Visual Editor and use wikitext (edit source)
If you've ever done LaTeX or HTML, wikitext is 
even easier
To figure out how to do things in wikitext, 
find another article that does that thing, 
click edit source, and steal its formatting
And use the "preview" button! 
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Here's a Wikitext cheatsheet (or google for help)
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When you edit

Add an edit summary of the changes you made 
to the appropriate box 
(another sign you aren't a vandal)

And make small changes, saving often, rather 
than huge blocks of text!
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Beyond the article page...

Talk page

Article 
page

Edit History

Star to 
"watch"
(notifics 
when
edited)
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Talk pages

Every article has a talk page where you can 
discuss changes you're making
It can be a good idea to check the talk page 
before editing to get an idea of what's come up
But BE BOLD and make edits as much as you 
can, especially since linguistics stubs aren't 
generally hot-button issues
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Every version is saved
61 View these slides: bit.ly/lingwiki
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Don't panic!

You CANNOT BREAK WIKIPEDIA - all 
changes are saved in revision history
Everything you need to know about editing 
Wikipedia can be found online, because it's all 
coordinated online in the first place 
In fact, there is really almost too much 
documentation! (An easy way to procrastinate)
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What if I step on someone's toes?
Everything in Wikipedia is there to be re-edited!
You can avoid busy articles by checking the 
revision history to see an article hasn't been 
edited in the past few days or even months
It's unlikely that two of us here will work on the 
same article, but to be safe, make a tiny edit 
and save right away - then you'll show up in 
revision history for today
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What if I don't know enough 
linguistics to edit an article?
You can still help! 
1) Help someone who's having tech problems
2) Check linguist bios for existence/accuracy
3) There are hundreds of linguistics articles 
where we don't even know if they're stubs! 
→ Follow these instructions to learn how to 
categorize linguistics articles for future editors
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Near the end of the 
editathon...
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Have you created a new article?

Even if you don't consider it "finished," adding a 
stub or start classifier before you sign off for the 
day can help direct other people to improve it

articles: {{linguistics-stub}}
bios: {{linguist-stub}}
languages {{language-stub}}
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Is your article not a stub anymore?

Check out these criteria, and if your article 
sounds like it meets the next level up, you can 
reclassify it as a start or even a C-class article

Yay!
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Reporting your results

Let's make a list of articles we've 
created/improved in this editathon to feel 
motivated and get more eyes on all of them! 
Go to bit.ly/lingwikisurvey to go to a brief form 
and fill out which articles you've worked on & 
any feedback you have!
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How do I keep contributing?

You can keep editing from anywhere! 
Think if every linguist added a sentence a day 
or a paragraph a month! 
Articles often lack enough sources, but you 
already know the key references in your area
Improving Wikipedia articles has a concrete 
impact on the public: mention it in grant apps! 
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Magnifying your contribution

Use these slides to host your own editathon
Use Wikipedia in the classroom: have students 
edit & track via their usernames for grades
→ typology course: students each pick an 
under-described language and improve its 
Wikipedia article from reference grammars
→ other subfields each have stubs heading
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Links to other resources
Writing for Wikipedia has forced me into good scholarly 
habits and accessible writing
Ten Simple Rules for Editing Wikipedia (for scientists)
Wikipedia: Education program
Guidelines for student assignments
Wikipedia training for students
Sample syllabi for Wikipedia class projects
Wikipedia in linguistics courses: bit.ly/lingwikiclass
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Credits

Some images in this presentation adapted from 
Warm up to Wikipedia at Uni Melbourne 
tinyurl.com/wikiwarm 

Slides licensed under CC-BY Gretchen 
McCulloch and will remain at this shortened url 
- feel free to reuse, share, translate, and remix!
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Reminder
Get these slides at bit.ly/lingwiki
Google linguistics stubs or check langs/names
Google wikiproject linguistics for user page 
template and summary table (with list of stubs)
Find a similar article as template
Start by saving a tiny edit & check history
Make small changes, save often, cite lots!
At end: say what you did at bit.ly/lingwikisurvey
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